Based on the Unruh effect, we calculate the critical acceleration at which the Bose-Einstein condensation disappears entirely in a free complex scalar field at finite density in the Rindler space-time. The model we consider corresponds to an ideal gas composed of the complex scalar particles in the uniformly accelerated Minkowski space-time at zero-temperature. At this time we can consider that the model is in the Bose-Einstein condensation state at low acceleration. However at high acceleration the Bose-Einstein condensation state does not exit by the thermal excitation brought into by the Unruh effect. Then the critical acceleration we calculate is the acceleration at which the Bose-Einstein condensation disappears entirely in the accelerated frame, when we increase acceleration gradually from the low temperatures. To carry out the calculation, we assume that the critical acceleration is much larger than the mass of the complex scalar particle. Finally we comment about the result obtained in this paper and the actual measurement.
INTRODUCTION
The Bose-Einstein condensation is getting a lot of attention recently as a quantum fluid for performing the test of the analogy between sound waves in quantum fluids and scalar field waves in curved space-times [1] . Thanks to this analogy, we can anticipate new progresses and insights which are difficult only in the gravitational analysis in the quantum gravity and cosmology. Further the experiments of the quantum gravity and cosmology are difficult due to the required energy level and the scale of phenomena. However the experiments of the condensed matters are basically free from such problems. Hence the indirect experiments are possible in the quantum fluids through the analogy.
In order to understand the quantum gravitational and cosmological phenomena such as the Hawking radiation [2] and particle creation [3, 4] , the Unruh effect [5] [6] [7] [8] is important in terms of the role that the event-horizons play.
Here the Unruh effect is a prediction that one moving in the Minkowski space-time with a linear constant acceleration experiences the space-time as a thermal-bath given by the canonical ensemble with the Unruh temperature, T U = a/(2πc k B ) ≈ 4 × 10 −23 a / (1 cm/s 2 ) [K] , where a is the acceleration. Now various experimental attempts in the condensed matters to observe the gravitational phenomena are being invented (see Ref. [9] for example). Particularly as for the experiments to detect the Unruh effect, there are attempts in Bose-Einstein condensates [11] , Graphenes [12] and Berry phases [13] . For other attempts see Ref. [14] for example and related references.
We also address the issue of the Unruh effect in the BoseEinstein condensation. Whether the Bose-Einstein condensation occurs or not is determined by temperature (We explain this below), and we assume that the Unruh temperature exists in the uniformly accelerated system according to the Unruh effect mentioned above. At that time, we can think that the Unruh effect affects the Bose-Einstein condensation. Although an enormous number of studies have been done on the Unruh effect and the Bose-Einstein condensation so far, these are studied performed separately and little is known about the Unruh effect in the BoseEinstein condensation at this moment. Since both the Unruh effect and the Bose-Einstein condensation are very important and fundamental physics, new understandings could be expected by combining the Unruh effect and the Bose-Einstein condensation together. In this paper, from such a background, we calculate the critical acceleration for the Bose-Einstein condensation based on the thermal excitation brought into by the Unruh effect.
Here let us explain briefly what the Bose-Einstein condensation is the condensation of the zero-mode at low temperature (For more detail, see ref. [10] for example). First we consider a system composed of many bosonic particles where we suppose all the effects other than the Bose-Einstein statistics does not work. Then it turns out that the zero-momentum state is the entropically-favored state as the ground state owing to the Bose-Einstein statistics for all the particles. The state that some of or all the particles occupy such a zero-momentum state is called the Bose-Einstein condensation state. Hence it can be said that the Bose-Einstein condensation state is the condensation of the zero-mode. (Further since the Bose-Einstein statistics is a specific quantum property, the Bose-Einstein condensation state appearing by the Bose-Einstein statistics can be said as a quantum state) The situation that only the Bose-Einstein statistics works can be considered as the low temperature region. Actually at the low temperature region, it is considered that the particle's thermal motion energy is extremely small so that it does not excite the particles from the zero-momentum ground state. Hence the Bose-Einstein condensation state is emerged in the system composed of bosonic particle at extremely low temperature.
In this paper we calculate the critical acceleration at which the Bose-Einstein condensation disappears entirely by the thermal excitation brought into by the Unruh effect in a free complex scalar field at finite density in the Rindler space-time. We mention the critical acceleration we calculate in this paper more precisely. First we consider an ideal gas described by a free complex scalar field at finite density in the Minkowski space-time at zero-temperature. Since it is zero temperature, the ideal gas can be considered to be in the Bose-Einstein condensation state. Then we consider to accelerate such a system uniformly. At this time, the accelerated frame is considered to be in the finite temperature system with the temperature T U = a/(2πc k B ) according to the Unruh effect, where a is the acceleration. Hence it is considered that, as growing the acceleration gradually from the low temperatures, the dissolution of the Bose-Einstein condensation is observed in the accelerated frame, and finally the Bose-Einstein condensation disappears entirely at some acceleration. The critical acceleration we calculate in this paper is the acceleration at that time.
The situation where our analysis is actually performed is just before the Bose-Einstein condensation state starts to occur. To be more specific, our calculation to obtain the critical acceleration is performed in the situation that the variable meaning the condensation is put to zero and the values at when the Bose-Einstein condensation just starts to occur are assigned to the other variables.
In our analysis, due to some technical difficulty mentioned later, we consider the situation m/a c ≪ 1, and take the leading contribution of this in our calculation, where m is the mass of the complex scalar particle considered in this paper and a c is the critical acceleration. As the acceleration is proportional to the temperature in the relation given by the Unruh effect, this can be read as k B T c /2 ≫ mc 2 (T c is the critical temperature fixed with a c ), which is the relativistic situation that the particle's thermal motion energy is much higher than its static energy at the critical moment.
Hence the result in this paper is applicable to the system of the complex scalar field with the critical temperature for the Bose-Einstein condensation that is much higher than the mass. Since the kind of field considered in this paper is a complex scalar field corresponding to an ideal gas, the actual particle that can correspond to this paper is some ideal complex scalar particle system whose critical temperature of the BoseEinstein condensation locates in the region k B T /2 ≫ mc 2 .
As stated above, in this study we perform the calculation for the critical acceleration in the Bose-Einstein condensation. So far various kinds of the critical accelerations for the spontaneous symmetry breakings induced by the Unruh effect have been carried out in many studies. Lastly we introduce some of these relevant to our study.
The critical acceleration for the chiral symmetry restoration has been studied in Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model at zero and finite chemical potentials for quarks in refs. [15] and [16] respectively. In ref. [17] the critical acceleration for the restoration of the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the Z 2 symmetry in the real scalar field theory has been studied.
There are also papers concluding that the Unruh effect does not prompt the spontaneous symmetry breaking restoration [18, 19] . In these papers, the spontaneous symmetry breaking brought into by the Higgs potential is considered. On the other hand, we consider the Bose-Einstein condensation. Hence, since the mechanism for the condensation is different, their conclusion would not be applied to our study readily without examinations. We take this issue to a future work, and now simply taking a standpoint that the Unruh effect gives the finite temperature effect in the accelerated frame, we perform this study.
THE MODEL
The model in this paper is a free complex scalar model at the finite density corresponding to an ideal gas in the uniformly accelerated system with the acceleration a. The Lagrangian density is given as
with γ ≡ −det g µν and φ ≡ 1 √ 2 (φ 1 + iφ 2 ). In the Minkowski space-time as an inertial system, the background space-time of an uniformly accelerated system is given by the Rindler space-time. The Rindler coordinate (η, ρ, y, z) ≡ (η, ρ, x ⊥ ) and the Minkowski coordinate (t, x, x ⊥ ) are related as
and the Rindler metric is
where the accelerated direction has been thought to be in x-direction. Now we can see that the metric g ηη has time dimension. We make the metric into dimensionless using a quantity with length dimension, ρ 0 ≡ /c m 0 , as
where m 0 is some quantity with mass dimension, which we have newly carried in to form ρ 0 . In what follows, we use the unit system: c = = k B = ρ 0 = 1. The constantly accelerated one in the Minkowski spacetime corresponds to one moving along a line on a constant ρ in the Rindler space-time, and the relation between ρ and a are ρ = 1/a. Since the Unruh temperature T U and the acceleration are in the relation: T U = a/2π by the Unruh effect, one moving along a line on a constant ρ in the Rindler space-time gets the temperature T U = 1/2πρ.
From the above relation we can see that the coordinate ρ plays the role as the temperature, which means that varying ρ changes the temperature. For this reason we treat ρ as an external parameter, and do not perform the integral with regard to ρ in our analysis [20] . At this time we can see that the action in the exponential is needed to be multiplied by a quantity with length dimension so that it becomes dimensionless. We use ρ 0 for this.
In the Rindler space-time, there are four regions separated by the event-horizons. The region treated in this paper is the right wedge only.
THE EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL
We start with the probability amplitude which is given as
where
H is the Hamiltonian density given as
where i, j = ρ, x ⊥ and (π, π
. µ is the chemical potential and q is the density of the conserved charge associated with the U(1) global symmetry. It turns out that the conserved current can be obtained as
, and the conserved charge can be written as
where π ≡
. We perform the path-integral of π. As a result
. Now let us rewrite the real and imaginary fields into a convenient expression for the analysis of the Bose-Einstein condensation. From what we have written in the introduction, since the Bose-Einstein condensation can be considered as the condensation of the zero-mode, it is the one in which the zero-mode is separated as
where α is the magnitude of the zero-mode playing the role of the condensation, θ is a phase in the zero-mode and φ i (i = 1, 2) are the non-zero modes. Substituting the above, we can rewrite Z into
Depending on just before or after the condensation starts, α = 0 or = 0, respectively. Our analysis will be performed just before the condensation as mentioned later. For this reason we put α = 0 in what follows. Now we can see that there should be the condition:
Otherwise the path-integrals of Z diverges at the configuration in which all the momenta are zero. Performing the diagonalization and the path-integrals,
Hence W defined as Z = exp iW can be written as
where V ≡ d 3 x γ is the volume for the (η,x ⊥ )-space-time, which appears from the process to rewrite the functional trace into an integration V
, which are momenta corresponding to the coordinate (η, y, z) as in eq. (15) .
Further we have used the rela-
δ is the argument of the logarithm in eq.(13) except for M 2 . In our calculation we have ignored Log δ. Because we will perform the derivative with regard to the chemical potential to obtain the density at the end, and it is turned out that the parts as for the chemical potential in Log δ vanishes. Actually, in Log δ let us focus on the µ-dependent part as log δ = log ∂
. Then from the fact that dk k log(1 + c1k c2+k 2 ) = 0 (c 1,2 are some constants), we can see that the µ-dependent part will vanish in the k ⊥ -integral. Now let us obtain D ± . These can be thought as the Green's functions for the fields with
as the operators of the equation of motion. Hence D ± can be written as
, and is thought to satisfy the following relation:
where D ± is an operator and D ± (x − x ′ ) is some formal function. We perform the Fourier transformation:
Then we can obtain the following equation:
). D ± can be obtained by the Sturm-Liouville method. So let us consider the eigenfunction Θ λ (ρ, k) for the operator F with eigenvalues (iλ) 2 as
The values of λ are positive real numbers. Θ λ (ρ, k) is normalized as
Then D ± can be written by taking Θ λ (ρ, k) as the bases for the orthogonal directions labeled by λ as
where f λ,± (ω, ρ ′ ) are the coefficients of each direction. Now we can have two independent equations,
From the equation obtained by subtracting these each other and using eqs. (18) and (19), we can fix f λ,± (ω, ρ ′ ) as
Here we have regarded Ω 
Finally let us obtain Θ λ (ρ, k). From eq. (17), it turns out that Θ λ (ρ, k) can be written as
2λ sinh(πλ) from eq. (18), and K iλ (κρ) is the second kind modified Bessel function.
Now that D ± have been obtained, backing to eq. (13) we perform the integrations. We start with performing the Wick rotation toward the η-direction. At this time,
⊥ . So we can see that η-direction is S 1 -compactified with the period β = 2π. Then the following replacements arise:
2πi β n and ω → ω n = n. Correspondingly we change the notation of Ω as Ω → Ω n .
As
In the above,
and we have evaluated the summation of n as
Next, since we finally calculate the critical acceleration of the Bose-Einstein condensation, we focus on the critical point. The value of the chemical potential at the critical point is given by m/a c , where a c is the critical acceleration. We explain this in what follows.
Using Γ given at eq.(24) the density d = −∂Γ/∂µ can be written as
The third term has come from ∂Ψ ∂µ . We can confirm numerically that ∂Φ ∂µ < 0 and Φ > 0 always. Further we can see that Ψ > 0, since the integrand in Ψ is given by the square and the integral direction is positive.
Hence we can say the following two things: When the chemical potential is increased with fixing all the other parameters, the density always grows up. On the other hand when the acceleration is decreased with fixing all the other parameters, the density always decreased.
Hence when decreasing the acceleration from higher accelerations where there is no condensation, say α = 0, with keeping the density to constant, the chemical potential should grow up to keep the density to constant. However as can be seen from eq. (11) there is the upper bound for the value the chemical potential can take, which is m/a. Hence when the chemical potential reaches the upper bound in such a situation, α should start to grow up. Hence we can see that the value of the chemical potential at the critical point is m/a c .
As mentioned under eq.(26) our analysis is the one at the critical point. Hence m/a c is assigned to the value of the chemical potential with α = 0.
We put a assumption that m/a c is small. This means that the chemical potential in this study is also small. The situation that m/a c is small corresponds to the relativistic situation as mentioned in the introduction.
In what follows we use two symbols: µ, µ ′ . µ means the true chemical potential, where "true" means that it has been given at eq.(5) and the derivative with regard to µ can act on. On the other hand µ ′ means just a value m/a c . µ ′ is not the chemical potential and the derivative cannot act on.
Then it turns out that we can expand Φ and Ψ with regard to µ and µ ′ as
At this time Γ at the critical point in the relativistic situation is given as
THE DENSITY AND RESULT
Now we obtain the density d = −∂Γ/∂µ using eq.(30) as
where we have done the integration with regard to k. Writing as coth(πλ) =
, we can see that the contribution from the 1/2 diverges. To contain this we consider a mass renormalization, m 2 = m 2 0 + δm 2 , as well as ref. [17] , where m 2 0 is the observed squared mass. It is thought that δm 2 vanishes when the acceleration is zero. We think that δm 2 and the contribution becoming to this 1/2 would have canceled each other already at eq.(24). Correspondingly we think that the expansion point in the expansion at eq.(28) would have been not m/a c but m 0 /a c , and there would have been no this 1/2 contribution at eq.(31) from the beginning.
As a result we can obtain the density as d = a 3 c m 0 /24π 2 . By putting µ → m 0 /a c as the moment just before starting the condensation, we can obtain the critical acceleration as
where we have chosen the root given by real numbers as the physical solution among the obtainable roots.
For the actual observation we show the result in the MKS units, which is given as
, where n is the number of particle in a centimeter unit cube, and ρ 0 has been defined above eq.(4).
REMARKS
In this paper, based on the thermal excitation brought into by the Unruh effect, we have calculated the critical acceleration at which the Bose-Einstein condensation disappears entirely, as in eq.(32). The system we have supposed is an ideal gas composed of a complex scalar particle in the uniformly and gradually accelerated Minkowski space-time at zero-temperature. To this purpose we have considered a free complex scalar field at finite density given at eq. (1) in the Rindler space-time given at eq.(4) and adopted the description as in eqs.(9a) and (9b) to describe the BoseEinstein condensation.
To carry out the calculation, we have picked up the leading terms in the integrals (28). As a result we could obtain a result as in eq.(32). This manipulation means to assume that the complex scalar field considered in this paper has the critical temperature for the Bose-Einstein condensation in the temperature region k B T /2 ≫ mc 2 , which is the relativistic situation that the particle's thermal motion energy is much higher than its static energy at the critical moment.
We can consider the analysis in another extremal region such as the non-relativistic situation in which the particle's thermal motion energy at the critical moment is much less than the particle's static energy as k B T /2 ≪ mc 2 , where this T is around T c . However the middle calculations appearing in the expansion in this limit are very complicated, and the analysis in this limit is technically difficult. We take this to a future work.
to the Minkowski space-time. In our study we put the model on such a Rindler space-time. Hence our model does not agree to the model given in the Euclid space at finite temperature even at the zero-acceleration limit. This will be the reason for this discrepancy.
From this fact, we can see that the critical acceleration rooted in the thermal excitation brought into by the Unruh effect has different behavior from the critical temperature obtained by the finite temperature effect in the flat space.
From this, we may expect that the observational data's behaviors of the critical temperatures measured in the accelerated and the flat static frames are different each other. It would be interesting, if we can find this discrepancy in the experiments.
